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Foreword
We had a vision in 2007: to bring a thousand science journalists from 
all continents to helsinki to give their input on the future of science 
journalism. the step from a vision to a strong implementation plan 
is a big one and there are always temptations to stray onto bypaths. 
all the previous organisers of science journalists’ world conferences 
were newcomers with little experience in organising big gatherings, 
to say nothing of a global meeting. but in the end it was a successful 
conference that was even better than the previous one. how did they 
do it?

We received good advice and practical tips from previous 
organisers and it is our privilege and responsibility to share our 
experiences and observations with our colleagues and successors in 
seoul, Korea. 

there is a saying that it is a lottery prize to get born in Finland. 
this implies overall satisfaction with a welfare state, which has given 
people equal opportunities to study, and which is safe and values 
freedom of expression. it also implies a feeling of happiness and 
optimism about the future.

Winning a World Conference of science Journalists is even rarer 
than being born in Finland. actually it is just a winning ticket and the 
winner has to work hard in order to get the prize. it is a ticket with no 
return. once you have labelled your ticket and have reached the end 
of the journey you’ll find yourself on a higher level of experience and 
facing new opportunities.

organising a World Conference of science Journalists is a process 
that is guided by visions and strategic goals and flavoured by 
passion and devotion. it is threatened by many kinds of risks, 
mistakes and misunderstandings. it must be led purposefully, giving 
space for imagination, ideas, and joy. leaders have to keep in mind 
that some people are visionary and others feel more at home dealing 
with practical affairs. 

With all this in mind we carried our project from the initial ideas 
to the realisation of the 8th World Conference of science Journalists 
with almost 800 participants in helsinki, June 24-28, 2013.

it was a journey that we really wanted to travel. this booklet 
reports on what happened, who supported it, who participated, and 
also what we have learnt.

now, it is time to express thanks. We warmly thank members 
of the Finnish association of science editors and Journalists for 
deciding to bid to host the World Conference of science Journalists. 
We warmly thank president nadia el-awady and the board of the 
World Federation of science Journalists for giving us this great 
opportunity. We warmly thank our sponsors, donors and other 
supporters for making the conference come true. We warmly 
thank members of science journalists associations for sending us 
programme suggestions. We warmly thank the 800 participants for 
making the conference a memorable event. We warmly thank two 
hundred speakers for sharing their knowledge. We warmly thank our 
colleagues for giving their time and expertise in committees and on-
site assisting. We warmly thank the board of the Finnish association 
of science editors and Journalists for steering the whole project. 
and last but not least we warmly thank our project managers 
riikka louhivuori and Minttu hilden for finally putting all the pieces 
together. 

satu lipponen
president of the WCsJ2013, 
president of the FaseJ

vesa niiniKangas
past president of the WFsJ,  
secretary general of the FaseJ
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WCsJ2013 helsinki at a glance
the World ConFerenCe oF sCienCe Journalists (WCsJ) is a biannual non-profit conference for science 
journalists and communication professionals. it is organized together with the World Federation of 
science Journalists (WFsJ) but the local organiser has the primary responsibility.

at the WCsJ2011 in doha, qatar, the Finnish association of science editors and Journalists (FaseJ) 
won the right to host the 8th WCsJ in helsinki, June 24-28, 2013. vesa niinikangas, editor-in-Chief and 
secretary-general of the FaseJ, was elected president of the WFsJ. under his leadership the WFsJ board 
changed the rules and in June 2013 the general assembly ratified them so that after 2015 the WFsJ will 
hold the main responsibility of organising science journalists’ world conferences. this shift gives national 
science journalists’ associations a better chance to co-organise a WCsJ in their country.

the theme of the helsinki conference – Critical questioning in the public sphere – emphasized the central 
role of science journalism in interpreting scientific results and bringing them into public social debate. the 
theme became a popular conference phrase that was mentioned when key issues of science journalism 
were discussed. the opening of the WCsJ2013 was devoted to freedom of expression. it is a necessary 
prerequisite for critical questioning – and a free press, which is highlighted also in the Conference 
declaration.

science journalists’ world conferences have been organized since 1992 and they have been biannual 
since 1999. WCsJ has developed into one the largest worldwide conferences of journalists. From the 
beginning it has been important to create an event for science journalists and communicators from 
east and West, north and south and from developed and developing countries. almost 800 participants 
attended the WCsJ2013 from more than 70 countries and from all continents.

the FaseJ board was the responsible organising body of the WCsJ2013. it had delegated decision 
making to the organising committee and correspondingly the committee’s major decisions had to be 
ratified by the board. the board followed the organising process actively and critically and it discussed 
current WCsJ2013 affairs in its every meeting, and the financial situation was monitored with special 
care. We had clarified the legal responsibilities of the board as a whole and also those of individual board 
members. the board was legally safe if it did not exceed its jurisdiction and fulfilled its responsibility of 
following decisions made by the organising committee, and implementation by the secretariat. it had also 
been agreed that no financial liabilities would be taken on. 

the organising committee had sub-committees for the programme, sponsorships, communications, 
cultural and social events, as well as an international advisory board. Chairs and members of all the 
committees worked on voluntary basis. 

 organising the WsCJ2013 was a big challenge for the FaseJ, but from the beginning we believed we 
could do it. From the end of the 1980s FaseJ has taken its members on study tours around the world – 
including e.g. uK, France, germany, the nordic and baltic countries, russia, Japan, Chile, usa, australia, 
and qatar. FaseJ also has actively organised various kinds of training activities. there was a lot of 
experience of international interaction and organisation of training courses, but a world conference for up 
to a thousand participants was a huge, unique, sometimes frustrating, but in the end, quite a rewarding 
experience. We always had to keep the goal in sight and work purposefully and responsibly. there 
were only four people employed full-time at different times in 2012–13, in addition to the professional 
conference services acquired from Confedent international. the secretary general of the FaseJ was 
responsible for general and personnel management of the WCsJ2013. More than 100 of the 1000 FaseJ 
members attended as volunteers organising the event – in advance planning and on-site assistance. 
Members’ expertise and networks were utilised in arrangements
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a global forum for self reflection  
of science journalists
sCienCe Journalists’ World ConFerenCes provide a global forum for ethical reflection, sharing knowledge 
and skills and for networking of science journalists and communicators and for strengthening the global 
community. at a time when everyone can communicate with anyone else via the internet and the role of 
the media is radically changing, the importance of science journalism and communication is bigger than 
ever.

the most topical and burning issues of science journalism in both developed and developing countries 
were represented in the program as well as major global scientific themes – ecology, the arctic, evidence-
based scientific knowledge versus superstition, epidemics and industrial internet. a science journalist 
from africa stated that only agriculture was missing from the key themes of the conference.

Kenyan, Korean and south african science journalists’ associations competed for the 2015 conference. 
this time the winner was the Korean science association of science Journalists. vesa niinikangas, 
president of the WFsJ, proposed to african colleagues the idea of hosting for the first time a continental 
science journalists’ conference in africa which would focus on topical issues of african science and science 
journalism. Ms. satu lipponen, president of the FaseJ, proposed to european sister associations the idea 
of   a european science journalists’ conference. the danish science Journalists’ association took up the 
challenge, and the first european Conference of science Journalists will be held at the european science 
open Forum (esoF) in Copenhagen, June 2014.

the WFsJ board meetings and the general assembly were held during the conference days and board 
members were very busy with meetings. this is something that must be changed in the future: board 
meetings should be held primarily before the conference and board members should be given more 
opportunities to attend plenaries and topical sessions. it is important also because the board will be in 
charge of the world conferences after 2015.

For the first time social media was in active use at a WCsJ. We organised an international competition 
for social media journalists to come to helsinki and comment on conference sessions through twitter and 
Facebook. the top five competitors received a scholarship to attend the conference.

the social program and visits to research and industrial sites introduced a wide range of Finland and 
its capital helsinki. visits included, among other things, midnight explorations of the national park of 
nuuksio, the innovation activities at the bayer pharmaceutical plant in turku, the concept of an intelligent 
hospital at ge healthcare in helsinki, a nuclear waste storage site in olkiluoto, clean water, organic 
food and bio-energy development in Mikkeli, as well as science-to-business-paths in oulu. the cultural 
programme offered e.g. diabetes-related science theatre, a tram tour of the Cold War themes in helsinki 
and open air dancing. 

the FaseJ magazine, Tiedetoimittaja (science Journalist), published a 52-page photo-illustrated special 
issue reflecting on and evaluating the atmosphere, experiences, speeches, debates, and meetings of 
WCsJ2013.
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promotion of science journalism  
by acquiring sponsorships
in oCtober 2012 WCsJ2013 president satu lipponen and WFsJ president vesa niiniKangas travelled to 
doha, qatar and london, uK and in February 2013 to boston, usa to meet major potential sponsors. 
the presence of the WFsJ president also highlighted the ownership of the WCsJ brand and underlined 
the need for a continuation of major sponsorship agreements in the future. also participating in the 
negotiations in doha were executive director Jean-Marc Fleury and sjCoop project manager olfa labassi 
from the WFsJ. 

during these trips, Ms. lipponen and Mr. niinikangas managed to renew agreements with the qatar 
Foundation, the Wellcome trust and the nature publishing group. all these organisations had also 
sponsored the WCsJ2011. in addition, they acquired a new major sponsor, ge healthcare and renewed an 
agreement with Johnson & Johnson. We warmly thank the following persons for their great support and 
inspiring discussions: deputy director of Communications rashed s. al-qurese al-Marri and international 
projects Coordinator stephanie M. hartgrove, qatar Foundation, vice president seema Kumar, Johnson 
& Johnson, pr Manager david Morris and Communications director Katja antila, ge healthcare, advisor 
tim slingsby, the british Council, and Media relations Manager Craig brierley and project Manager siân 
aggett, the Wellcome trust.

WCsJ2013 had two important media partners – scidevnet and the nature publishing group – which 
both were remarkable in their support for bringing science journalists from developing countries to 
helsinki. scidevnet also launched its strategy for 2013–2017 and the new website at the conference. We 
warmly thank director nick perkins of scidevnet and ruth Francis, head of press of the nature publishing 
group for their wonderful support and visionary discussions. david dickson, the founder and the first 
director of scidevnet, also participated actively the helsinki conference. about a month later we received 
the sad news that he had died.

the leading national partner – the university of helsinki – came in already in 2007 when we started 
to make the first WCsJ bid. the university promised the conference venue free of charge already then, 
and this decision held now that the conference was actually held in helsinki. the acquisition of the 
first major supporter is always a very meaningful sign of the importance of a project. the next big step 
was the agreement with the Finnish Ministry of education and Culture, which guaranteed a full-time 
employee for the WCsJ2013. the other major national supporters were tieteen tiedotus ry (association of 
Communicating science), the Federation of Finnish learned societies and the Finnish Ministry for Foreign 
affairs. We warmly thank Chancellor thomas Wilhelmsson of the university of helsinki, Counsellor of 
education annu Jylhä-pyykönen, and senior advisor eeva Kaunismaa, the Finnish Ministry of education 
and Culture, and Chairman Markku löytönen, tieteen tiedotus ry. for their great support.

the FaseJ general assembly 2012 decided to offer support for up to 300 of its members to participate 
in the WCsJ2013. almost 130 members utilised this opportunity. the conference was the main training 
event for our own members in 2013, too.

negotiations with potential sponsors were inspiring and they gave us future insights into scientific 
organisations, global companies and foundations. We recommend that leaders of the WFsJ and WCsJ will 
run the negotiations. When the WFsJ takes over the conference organisation one of its most important 
tasks will be to secure long-term sponsorship agreements. negotiations with major sponsors also served 
to promote the WCsJ2013. this was true especially at the 2012 and 2013 aaas meetings in vancouver and 
boston. 

the WCsJ2013 was promoted in press briefings, receptions and exhibition halls at the aaas, the 
biggest science conference in the world, in vancouver and in boston. We warmly thank director of 
Communications ginger pinholser and senior Communications officer earl lane of the american 
association for the advancement of science, for fruitful cooperation and generous on-site assistance. 
the aaas also provided us with space for negotiations with supporters. We warmly thank president ron 
Winslow and executive director tinsley davis of the national association of science Writers, and director 
of legislative and public affairs Judith gan and head of Media and public information Maria Zacharias of 
the national science Foundation for inspiring discussions.

in order to promote the WCsJ2013 we organised two meetings with science journalists and partners 
in london and paris in april 2013. We warmly thank pekka isosomppi, press Counsellor at the embassy 
of Finland in london, Marko ruonala, press Counsellor at the embassy of Finland in paris, and director 
Meena Kaunisto at the Finnish institute in France, for cooperation in seminar arrangements.
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the first seminar – eyeing the future of science journalism – was held at the Finnish ambassador’s 
residence in london and it started with a mini seminar on the future of science journalism. it was a 
great success from the point of view of both the embassy and the WCsJ2013. the number of science 
journalists was 70, which gave the embassy dozens of new media contacts. We warmly thank his 
excellency ambassador pekka huhtiniemi for hosting and for his active participation in discussions on 
communicating science in society. We warmly thank Chancellor Jarl-thure eriksson, Chairman of the 
international selection Committee, Millennium technology prize, for sponsoring the event.

in paris the seminar was held at the Finnish institute in France and it gathered about 15 science 
journalists. both meetings raised lively discussions and they also revealed a need for further cooperation 
between the WCsJ and national associations in the same geographic area. We had also planned to have a 
similar meeting in berlin but there was not enough time for it. 

We recommend for future WCsJ organisers to curate seminars with national associations in major cities 
of the same geographic area. they can be organised at an early stage in order to get ideas and awaken 
interest, and they will also be useful just before the conference as a way of activating participation.

the warm spirit of helsinki
WCsJ2013 partiCipants have praised the spirit oF the ConFerenCe, prograMMe, and organisation. it tells 
us that we were able to create an event 
	 •	 in	which	speakers	and	participants	were	able	to	meet,	and	not	just	over	the	lectern,
	 •	 which	dealt	with	the	key	issues	of	science	journalism,
	 •	 and	in	which	the	arrangements	worked	well.	
the main building of the university of helsinki and the porthania building offered a valuable framework 

for the implementation of the programme. since the venue was located right in the city centre and close 
to the conference hotels, the participants could move about easily. the weather also favoured open-air 
events and the warm bright summer nights attracted participants to take walks in the City. the warm, 
sometimes hot weather – in addition to the successful organisation – helped to create a unique spirit of 
helsinki for the event.

WCsJ2013 offered rooms for various network meetings and the findings suggest that many thematic 
and professional groups made good use of this opportunity. science journalists from developing and 
developed countries were networking and sharing their knowledge and skills in open interaction in 
sessions, hallways, social gatherings and outings.
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science journalism plays a key role  
in social debates
at the Closing plenary the ConFerenCe deClaration Was unaniMously approved. it emphasizes science 
journalism’s unique role of bringing scientific knowledge and evidence into social debate. the statement 
calls on science journalists’ associations in developed and the developing countries to promote freedom 
of expression, access, and calls for transparency and better communication among private and public 
organisations involved in scientific research and policy. the organisers warmly thank deborah blum, Jean-
Marc Fleury, satu lipponen, and Cristine russell for drafting this declaration. it was open for comments 
during the conference.

the conference statement highlights the unique role that science journalism plays in examining 
scientific evidence that fosters many solutions to the grand challenges facing our vulnerable world. 
different audiences and the general public as a whole need high-quality, independent science journalism 
that thoughtfully analyses research and puts it into the larger societal perspective.

the statement also urges the associations of the World Federation of science Journalists to promote 
freedom of expression, access, transparency, and better communication among public and private 
organizations involved in scientific research and policy. such access is crucial to science journalism and 
its important role in informing the general public about science and its implications for society. science 
journalists should strive to communicate the perspectives of crucial stakeholders without compromising 
journalistic independence.

it further states that the World Conferences of science Journalists will help assure that science 
journalists and communicators across the globe have an opportunity to share their ethics, the core skills 
of their profession, and the changing media landscape, as well as knowledge about journalistic coverage 
of topics across the breadth of science, including basic research, health, the environment, and technology. 
the momentum of quality science journalism is stronger than ever before, and the global community of 
science journalists and communicators can work together to create new models of science journalism 
that cross national borders in this digitally connected world.

on the move in time
FaseJ strongly supports the WFsJ’s deCision to taKe responsibility For the World ConFerenCes, which 
gives opportunities also for smaller science journalist associations to get the conference into their country 
and at the same time to develop their own activities and science journalism.

two years is a short time for organising a big conference. FaseJ had been preparing for the job since 
2007, but practical work could be started at the end of summer 2011. the first autumn after the previous 
WCsJ is a critical stage for starting to create a framework for the programme and sponsorship acquisition. 
after losing the first bid in london 2009 we soon began to outline the next bid at a more detailed level. 
Many of the ideas and plans described then were realised in helsinki 2013.

FaseJ is now a wellknown and recognised science journalists’ organisation both domestically and 
internationally, and a desired partner. FaseJ confirmed its national science communication network and 
we have made an initiative to our european sister associations to create a european science journalists’ 
conference and to build up a consortium or network of european science communication organisations, 
foundations etc. a domestic goal is to begin to organise with partners an annual national conference on 
science communication and science journalism. 
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WCsJ2013 helsinki in figures
in doha in 2011 the Finnish association of science editors and Journalists (FaseJ) won the honour of 
hosting the 8th World Conference of science Journalists (WCsJ2013) in helsinki, Finland on June 24–28, 
2013.

WCsJ2013 had 775 participants from 73 countries and there were over 200 speakers and session 
producers at the conference. the WCsJ2013 programme consisted of three keynote plenary talks, seven 
plenaries, 12 pre-conference workshops, 47 parallel sessions, five lunch sessions, six press briefings and 
nine post-conference excursions. a total of 50 organisations participated as supporters or exhibitors in 
WCsJ2013 and the amount raised was about 690,000 euros.

Financial summary
this summary covers expenditures and revenues from the two conference accounts set up by the 
WCsJ2013.
total revenue: 832.713,56 €
total expenditure 831.247,01 €
balanCe: +1466,55

the average daily economic impact of a big conference in helsinki has been estimated at 350 euros per 
participant. this is an important fact to keep in mind in dealings with local authorities when organising a 
World Conference of science Journalists.

delegates
the conference had a total of 802 registered delegates but 27 of these did not come to the on-site 
registration desk and presumably did not participate in the conference. therefore, the total number of 
participants at WCsJ2013 was 775 and the delegates came from 73 different countries. the registered 
participants are classified into six different categories that are presented in the table below. as can 
be seen, a majority ( 55.48 %) of the participants were registered as delegates but invited speakers 
and producers also represented a large portion ( 21.29 %) of the participants. in addition, many of the 
organisers and scholars were also speakers at the conference. the gender distribution at WCsJ2013 was 
quite even; 57 % of the participants were women and 43 % were men.

general participant information

speaker/producer 165 21.3 %

delegate 430 55.5 %

exhibitor 18 2.3 %

sponsor 42 5.4 %

scholar 52 6.7 %

staff/organiser 68 8.8 %

775 100.0 %

the online registration for WCsJ2013 opened in september 2012 and it closed a week before the 
conference on June 16, but on-site registration was open during the conference week. the different fee 
types are presented in the table below and as can be seen, a majority of the participants registered online 
before the early bird discount ended on May 24. 
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delegate fee type number Fee total

WFsJ member journalist - early fee 230 € 350 € 80 500 

non-member journalist - early fee 108 € 400 € 43 200 

WFsJ member journalist - one day registration - early fee 1 € 150 € 150 

non-member journalist - one day registration - early fee 16 € 180 € 2 880 

student - early fee 12 € 170 € 2 040 

WFsJ member journalist - regular fee 9 € 425 € 3 825 

non-member journalist- regular fee 15 € 475 € 7 125 

WFsJ member journalist - one day registration - regular fee 1 € 170 € 170 

non-member journalist- one day registration - regular fee 10 € 200 € 2 000 

student - regular fee 1 € 200 € 200 

WFsJ member journalist - late fee 4 € 500 € 2 000 

non-member journalist - late fee 10 € 550 € 5 500 

WFsJ member journalist - one day registration - late fee 1 € 200 € 200 

non-member journalist - one day registration- late fee 2 € 230 € 460 

student - late fee 1 € 250 € 250 

one day fee 24 June 12 € 100 € 1 200 

accompanying persons 4 € 190 € 760 

Cancellation fees 1 € 2 450 € 2 450 

total 438   € 154 910 

a vast majority of the delegates registered in april-June and only circa 120 delegates had registered 
before the beginning of april. the number of registered delegates per month is detailed below. the table 
includes cancelled registrations as well and therefore, the total number of registered delegates is much 
higher than the final number of participants.

registered delegates number %

september-december 2012 21  2.3 %

January 2013 20  2.2 %

February 2013 14  1.5 %

March 2013 66  7.1 %

april 2013 201  21.7 %

May 2013 309  33.4 %

June 2013 295  31.9 %

926 100 %
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geographical distribution of participants
WCsJ2013 participants came from 73 different countries that are listed below. Countries with the highest 
participation were Finland ( 34.79 %), united Kingdom ( 8.26 %), united states ( 7.23 %), norway ( 3.48 %) 
and germany ( 3.10 %).

Country number %

argentina 5  0.7%

australia 8  1.0 %

austria 2  0,3 %

belgium 16  2.1 %

benin 1  0.1 %

bosnia and herzegovina 1  0.1 %

brazil 6  0.8 %

burkina Faso 1  0.1 %

Canada 17  2.2 %

Chile 1  0.1 %

China 9  1.2 %

Croatia 1  0.1 %

Czech republic 1  0.1 %

denmark 10  1.3 %

egypt 8  1.0 %

estonia 4  0.5 %

ethiopia 1  0.1 %

Finland 271  35.0 %

France 11  1.4 %

germany 24  3.1 %

ghana 3  0.4 %

greece 1  0.1 %

guatemala 1 0.1 %

hungary 1 0.1 %

iceland 5 0.7 %

india 3 0.4 %

indonesia 3 0.4 %

iraq 2 0.3 %

ireland 2 0.3 %

israel 1 0.1 %

italy 14 1.8 %

Japan 8 1.0 %

Jordan 2 0.3 %

Kenya 8 1.0 %

Kyrgyzstan 1 0.1 %

latvia 4 0.5 %

lebanon 2 0.3 %

lithuania 2 0.3 %

Malawi 1 0.1 %
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Malaysia 2 0.3 %

Malta 1 0.1 %

Mexico 3 0.4 %

Morocco 1 0.1%

Mozambique 1 0.1%

nepal 1 0.1%

netherlands 18 2.3 %

nigeria 3 0.4 %

no Country given 31 0.4 %

norway 27 3.5 %

poland 1 0.1 %

qatar 10 1.3 %

romania 1 0.1 %

russia (russian Fed.) 10 1.3 %

samoa 1 0.1 %

saudi arabia 1 0.1 %

saudi arabia 3 0.4 %

serbia 4 0.5 %

singapore 4 0.5 %

south africa 9 1.2 %

south Korea 20 2.6 %

spain 7 0.9 %

sri lanka (ex-Ceilan) 1 0.1 %

sudan 1 0.1 %

swaziland 1 0.1 %

sweden 13 1.7 %

switzerland 9 1.1 %

tunisia 1 0.1 %

uganda 2 0.3 %

ukraine 1 0.1 %

united Kingdom 64 8.3 %

united states 56 7.2 %

viet nam 2 0.3 %

yemen 2 0.3 %

Zimbabwe 1 0.1 %

total 775 100 %

a majority of the WCsJ2013 participants came from europe: 44 % were from the nordic Countries and 27 
% from other european countries. approximately 14 % of the delegates were from developing countries.

a total of 361 (46,58 %) of the participants belonged to a WFsJ member association and a significant 
portion (22,19 %) of the participants were members of the hosting organisation, FaseJ. the national 
association of science Writers (4,13 %), the arab science Journalists association (2,45 %) and the 
association of british science Writers (2,32 %) also participated in large numbers.
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WFsJ associations - number of participants per association

association number %

african Federation of science Journalist (aFsJ) 4 0.5 %

arab science Journalists association (asJa) 19 2.5 %

argentinian network of science Journalism 3 0.4 %

association of british science Writers (absW) 18 2.3 %

asutralian science Communicators (asC) 7 0.9 %

benin: association des Journalistes et Communicateurs scientifiques du 
benin (aJCsb)

1 0.1 %

brazilian association of science Journalism 2 0.3 %

Canadian science Writers' association (CsWa) 4 0.5 %

Catalan association For science Communication (aCCC) 2 0.3 %

Chilean association of science Journalists (aChipeC) 2 0.3 %

Chinese society For science and technology Journalism (CsstJ) 7 0.9 %

danish science Journalists' association 7 0.9 %

dutch association of science Journalists (vWn) 6 0.8 %

european union of science Journalists' associations (eusJa) 14 1.8 %

Finnish association of science editors and Journalists (FaseJ) 172 22.2 %

French association of science Journalists (aJspi) 2 0.3 %

german association of science Writers (teli) 9 1.2 %

international science Writers association (isWa) 3 0.4 %

irish science & technology Journalists' association (istJa) 2 0.3 %

italian association of science Journalists (ugis) 6 0.8 %

Japanese association of science and technology Journalists (JastJ) 6 0.8 %

Kenya: Media For environment, science, health and agriculture (Mesha) 3 0.4 %

Korea science Journalists association (KsJa) 12 1.6 %

Medical Journalists association of Japan (MeJa) 1 0.1 %

national association of science Writers (nasW) 32 4.1 %

nigeria association of science Journalists (nasJ) 2 0.3 %

québec: association of science Communicators (aCs) 3 0.4 %

south african science Journalists' association (sasJa) 7 0.9 %

spanish association of science Communication (aeCC) 1 0.1 %

the Kenya environment and science Journalists association (KensJa) 2 0.3 %

uganda science Journalists' association (usJa) 2 0.3 %

total 361 46.6%
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scholars
WCsJ2013 received a total of 121 scholarship applications from 45 countries. the executive Committee 
graded the applications and granted scholarships to 44 applicants. unfortunately, six of the scholars 
were unable to participate in the conference due to difficulties in obtaining a visa. therefore, a total 
of 38 scholarships were provided for directly by WCsJ2013 through funds it received from supporting 
organisations.

WCsJ2013 received 10 000 british pounds from nature publishing group to aid reporters from the 
developing world to attend.

the Ministry for Foreign affairs of Finland supported the conference by granting 15 000 euros to fund the 
travel and accommodation of journalists from developing countries.

nine WCsJ2013 scholars were chosen by their supporting organisation: WCsJ2013 organised the travel 
and accommodation of five scholars that were chosen and funded by the Wellcome trust. the scholars 
were from indonesia, south africa, viet nam, Central africa and Kenya.

the arab science Journalist association (asJa) gave two accommodation and travel grants to egyptian 
journalists.

the Cancer society of Finland also granted two WCsJ2013 scholarships. the chosen scholars were from 
estonia and Kyrgyzstan. 

in addition to the above, several organisations provided direct support to bring journalists to the 
WCsJ2013 in helsinki.

the World Federation of science Journalists granted 18 scholarships for journalists from 14 developing 
countries to attend.

scidev.net provided support for 13 science journalists from the developing world to attend the 
conference.

the national association of science Writers (nasW) gave WCsJ2013 14 000 us dollars for the us speakers’ 
grants.

the Finnish association of science editors and Journalists provided 129 grants for its members to attend 
WCsJ2013.
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supporters and exhibitors
a total of 50 organisations participated as supporters or exhibitors in WCsJ2013 and the amount raised 
was 658 663 euros. the supporters and sponsors were instrumental in organising a successful conference.
WCsJ2013 received 10 000 british pounds from nature publishing group to aid reporters from the 
developing world to attend.

organisation package type amount received

aaas supporter in-kind

aalto university sponsored excursion € 5 000 

academy of Finland stand € 2 500 

bayer healthCare stand and sponsored 
excursion

€ 12 500 

Cancer society of Finland supporter in-kind

City of oulu sponsored excursion € 2 500 

Commhere stand € 5 000 

elsevier stand € 5 000 

european school of oncology (eso) sponsored lunch and 
workshop

€ 12 500 

estonian research Council sponsored excursion € 5 000 

european Centre for disease prevention and Control stand € 2 500 

european Commission - Joint research Centre stand € 5 000 

european Food safety agency (eFsa) stand and sponsored lunch € 10 000 

eusJa stand € 810 

Falling Walls Foundation gmbh advertising/Conference book € 1 500 

Fapesp – são paulo research Foundation silver sponsor € 25 000 

ge programme track sponsor € 50 000 

helsinki region transport supporter in-kind

heureka Farewell reception sponsor in-kind

Johnson & Johnson – innovation gold sponsor € 50 000

Kone oy sponsored excursion € 5 000 

KsJa – Korea science Journalists association stand € 5 000 

lundbeck advertising/Conference book € 500 

Metla science at midnight sponsor in-kind

Mikkeli university Consortium sponsored excursion € 5 000 

Ministry of education and Culture of Finland supporter € 200 000 

Ministry for Foreign affairs of Finland Journalism scholarships € 15 000 

Multitouch stand in-kind

national association of science Writers, nasW Journalism scholarships € 10 588 

nature publishing group Journalism scholarships € 11 605 

Media partner in-kind 46.6%

nordForsk Welcome reception sponsor € 35 000 

qatar Foundation gold sponsor € 49 890 

salWe stand € 5 000 

scidev.net Media partner in-kind

stand € 2 500 

statistics Finland Workshop in-kind

taF sponsored lunch € 5 000 

tampere university sponsored excursion € 5 000 
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taylor and Francis group advertising/Conference book € 1 500 

Federation of Finnish learned societies supporter € 15 000 

tieteen tiedotus ry supporter € 50 000 

tikkurila oyj Farewell reception sponsor € 7 500 

un Foundation/global alliance for Clean 
Cookstoves

stand € 2 500 

unigrafia   in-kind

university of eastern Finland advertising/Conference book 
and insert

€ 3 500 

university of helsinki leading conference partner in-kind

unu-Wider Workshop and stand € 8 500 

upM sponsored lunch € 5 000 

Wellcome trust Journalism scholarships € 15 000 

World science Forum stand € 270 

total € 658 663 
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programme
the call for session proposals was open from March 11 to May 15, 2012 and WCsJ2013 received nearly 200 
proposals from 42 countries. the proposals were reviewed by the programme Committee chaired by ulla Järvi. the 
programme Committee had members from different regions of the world to ensure that the programme would fit 
the needs of journalists from all over the world. the conference programme was finalized by the programme task 
Force, executive Committee and the conference secretariat. the WCsJ2013 programme included a pre-conference 
day with skill-building workshops, three full conference days and a day for specially tailored post-conference tours. 
the leading theme of the conference was Critical thinking in the public sphere and it was meant to highlight the 
integral role that science journalism plays in communicating scientific evidence to the society at large. each main 
conference day also had a theme that was focused on.

the programme consisted of different types of sessions that were led by top media and science experts from 
around the world, as well as lunch sessions and press briefings. the plenary sessions challenged the delegates with 
the overall theme of the conference day and encouraged in-depth discussions with audience engagement. the 
topics introduced in the plenaries and day themes were further explored in the parallel sessions. Workshops had a 
more hands-on approach and they provided a venue for participants to experience, learn, and reflect upon an issue 
or idea related to the conference topics. there were over 200 speakers and session producers at WCsJ2013 and the 
programme consisted of three keynote plenary talks, seven plenaries, 12 pre-conference workshops, 47 parallel 
sessions, five lunch sessions, six press briefings and nine post-conference excursions.

Monday, June 24

the conference started on Monday, June 24 with 12 
pre-conference workshops. the delegates registered 
for the workshops in advance through an online 
registration form and the number of registered 
participants per workshop varied from 8 to 55. also, the 
presentation of bids for the 9th World Conference of 
science Journalists took place on Monday afternoon. 
the opening ceremony and Welcome reception began 
the official conference programme and welcomed the 
delegates to WCsJ2013 in helsinki.

opening ceremony: Freedom of expression
Moderators: 
KatJa barguM, producer, Finnish broadcasting 
company yle, FaseJ board member
tapio MarKKanen, professor, chair of the Finnish 
national Committee for unesCo
speakers
ulla-MaiJa Forsberg, interim rector, university of 
helsinki
riitta MaiJala, director, Ministry of education and 
Culture
satu lipponen, WCsJ2013 and FaseJ president: 
Meaningful science journalism needs freedom
vesa niiniKangas, WFsJ president: Curiosity flourishes 
in freedom of expression
Minttu hilden, project Manager, WCsJ2013
riitta Mustonen, deputy director, nordForsk

evening social event: pesäpallo (Finnish-rules baseball) 
and Cycling tour & sauna

tuesday, June 25 – our common values
plenary talk by hans rosling: a fact-based world view - 
people, money & energy 

Morning plenary: What about ethics? 
producer: teiJa riiKola, moderator: satu lipponen, 
speakers: Juha Kere, deborah bluM and ulla Järvi
Morning parallels: four 90 minute sessions and four 40 
minute sessions
lunch: three lunch sessions, two press briefings
afternoon parallels: six 90 minute sessions
afternoon plenary: Critical questioning in the public 
sphere – the role of science journalists
producer: vesa niiniKangas, moderator: pallab 
gosh, speakers: pallava bagla, veronique Morin, 
MohaMMed yahia and luCy Calderon

evening social events: helsinki city reception, city 
orienteering and bio rex short films

Wednesday, June 26 – our exciting work

plenary talk by deborah bluM: the poisoner’s guide to 
life (and communicating chemistry)
Morning plenary: the rise of the science blog network: 
lessons from all corners of the world
producer: deborah bluM, moderator: lynne sMit, 
speakers: aloK Jha, betsy Mason and bora ZivKoviC
Morning parallels: five 90-minute sessions and four 
40-minute sessions
lunch: one lunch session, three press briefings
afternoon parallels: six 90-minute sessions and two 
40-minute sessions
afternoon plenary: Core skills for science journalism: 
reflections from across cultures
Moderators: niCK perKins and teuvo peltonieMi, 
speakers: philip J. hilts, Wendy yared, Jean-MarC 
Fleury and estrella burgos ruiZ

evening social events: What do icebreakers do during 
their summer break? lammassaari dance and an 
evening with rosetta at the old observatory
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thursday, June 27 – our vulnerable world

plenary talk by Janne i. huKKinen: Mental preparation 
for a vulnerable world
Morning plenary: What do you mean, climate change?
producer: raili leino, moderators: raili leino and 
susannah eliott, speakers: Cherelle JaCKson, anne 
glover and Janne i. huKKinen
Morning parallels: five 90-minute sessions and four 
40-minute sessions
lunch: one lunch session, one press briefing
afternoon parallels: one two-hour session, four 90 
minute sessions and two 40 minute sessions 
Closing plenary: new horizons
producers: satu lipponen and vesa niiniKangas, 
moderators: Jari MäKinen and reetta Kettunen, 
speakers: peter C. evans, ivan oransKy and Connie st 
louis

evening social event: Farewell dinner at heureka

Friday, June 28

nine post-conference excursions:
•	 aalto university – towards a better world through 

innovations in wellbeing, health and energy
•	 bayer turku – innovations in medical healthcare
•	 Kone, hyvinkää – reaching high with intelligent 

elevator solution
•	 Mikkeli region – research on clean water, organic 

food and bioenergy
•	 oulu Capital of northern scandinavia– from 

science to business
•	 estonian research – a study trip to tallinn and tartu
•	 university of tampere – on science journalism and 

journalism education in Finland
•	 teollisuuden voima oyj – nuclear power-generated 

electricity from the island of olkiluoto
•	 ge healthcare – the future of patient care: 

intelligent hospitals

programme feedback
delegate feedback was gathered from 29 of the 48 sessions. the speakers were praised by the participants (4.3/5) 
and the clarity of the sessions also received excellent feedback (4.2/5). overall, the delegates were satisfied with 
the relevance that the sessions had to their work (3.9/5), how they were organised (4.0/5) and with the content of 
the sessions (4.1/5). however, the feedback also showed that delegates thought the 40-minute sessions were too 
short and hardly any time was left for questions. 
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WCsJ2013 website and social media

the internet played a pivotal role in WCsJ2013 and this became very clear to the organisers when the number 
of registrations boomed after the online marketing was boosted in april. WCsJ2013 sent out a total of 14 
newsletters via e-mail reaching nearly 3000 subscribers and the newsletters were also posted on the conference 
website. in addition, WCsJ2013 had a blog that focused mainly on the programme and other current topics. 
during the conference week six blog articles were published on the WCsJ2013 website and 13 blog articles 
were published prior to the conference. volunteering students from the university of helsinki wrote the majority 
of the blog posts covering the sessions. all of the plenaries were recorded and streamed onto the WCsJ2013 
website and the live presentations received a total of 752 viewers during the conference week and since then, 
the video recordings have been watched over 600 times. some of the sponsors also streamed their sessions 
adding to the amount of online followers.

the organisers launched a competition for five social media scholarships and the winners took part in 
writing about the conference on twitter and Facebook. social media was an important part of the conference 
communications and WCsJ2013 was widely followed online. according to twitter statistics on WCsJ2013 key 
words, the conference had altogether 339 367 active followers and the posts about WCsJ2013 showed on the 
twitter feed of nearly 2 million people. the conference (@WCsJ2013) had 641 followers on twitter and WCsJ2013 
posted over 400 tweets. the #WCsJ2013 got over 2500 tweets during the conference week and in addition, 
many of the sessions had their own hashtags. on Facebook, the page for the 8th World Conference of science 
Journalists, helsinki received 684 likes and 248 of the delegates joined the WCsJ2013 attendees group that was 
used for conference communications and also served as a platform for networking among the participants. 
the official conference photos, taken by the WCsJ2013 photographer Jouko Keski-säntti, were all uploaded to 
Flicker and they are free for use with connection (and credit) to the conference.
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Conference management and 
recommendations for the next WCsJ
personnel changes in the conference secretariat caused some delays in organising the conference and better 
documentation of planning and operations would have benefitted the new secretariat in this situation. the 
months leading up to the conference were extremely busy for the organisers and in retrospect, many of the 
conference preparations should have been started much earlier. this was the underlying cause of the difficulties 
that the organisers faced in spring 2013. in addition, it was challenging to estimate the number of participants 
as a large majority of the delegates registered rather late in april-June. a great number of people are involved in 
organising a world conference and therefore, detailed job descriptions are needed for the secretariat, pCo, and 
all the committees to avoid any overlapping or misunderstandings. 

social events
registration in advance was required for all the social events, but unfortunately many of the delegates did not 
cancel their registration when they were unable to participate. therefore, some of the social events did not 
reach full capacity as was intended even though there was a waiting list for the social events. a more convenient 
registration and cancellation system would benefit the participants and organisers.

pre-conference workshops
it would be advisable to have only sponsored workshops during the pre-conference day and to have other 
types of workshops as part of the main conference programme. also, make sure that you do not have too many 
overlapping workshops because some delegates will most likely skip the pre-conference day.

sponsored lunches
the delegates who have registered for sponsored lunches should be sent a reminder and clear instructions a 
day before the lunch. some delegates did not attend the sponsored lunches that they had registered for even 
though they were given the detailed information along with their delegate bag.

press accreditation
Clear instructions for press accreditation are needed in order to make a clear distinction between the paying 
delegates and the journalists who are writing articles about the conference and thus, taking part in certain parts 
of the programme for free.

scholarships
Make sure that you have enough time for the lengthy scholarship process. the visa arrangements took longer 
than expected in some countries and this resulted in six scholars not being able to participate in the conference. 
some of the scholars had to travel to another country to apply for a visa and these additional costs were not 
covered by the scholarships. our suggestion is to reserve more funds per scholar in order to be prepared for such 
costs. the travel and accommodation arrangements were also a handful and therefore, we warmly recommend 
careful preparation well in advance.
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Conference programme
the WCsJ2013 programme was finalized too late and this led to some cancellations. therefore, we suggest 
confirming the sessions well in advance, but it might be a good idea to save room in the programme for 
a couple of late-breaker sessions to cover current hot topics. also, try to avoid having too many parallel 
sessions in order to have enough participants for each session. Clear instructions for the speakers’ travel 
and accommodation reimbursement are needed and we recommend price limits for both of the expense 
categories.

sponsored excursions
some of the excursions had a high number of no-shows and therefore, a small registration fee might be in 
order to ensure that the delegates attend the excursion that they have registered for.

venue
Make sure that you have enough signs and guides to help the delegates to find their way around the 
venue. in WCsJ2013, many of the participants had difficulties finding the sessions and more signs would 
have been needed. also, we had problems with the WiFi connection because it was in such heavy use; the 
network was occasionally slow and the connections dropped. 
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organisers

board of the Finnish association of science editors 
and Journalists

Ms. satu lipponen, president, head of 
Communications and Managing editor, Cancer 
society of Finland
Ms. raili leino, vice president, journalist, 
tekniikka&talous
Ms. KatJa barguM, producer, Finnish broadcasting 
Company yle
Ms. Minttu heiMovirta, science journalist, Finnish 
broadcasting Company yle
Mr. JuKKa lehtinen, Freelance science and 
technology journalist
Mr. Jari MäKinen, Freelance science journalist
Mr. MiKKo MyllyKosKi, experience director, heureka 
the Finnish science Centre
Mr. tiMo niiteMaa, Freelance science journalist
Mr. teuvo peltonieMi, editor-in-chief, sociomedia
Mr. MiKKo suoMinen, Freelance science journalist
Mr. vesa niiniKangas, secretary general, editor-in-
chief, tiedetoimittaja
Mr. Juhani Mänttäri, treasurer, editor-in-chief, 
luonnon tutkija

organising Committee

Ms. satu lipponen, Chair, president, 8th World 
Conference of science Journalists
Ms. reetta Kettunen, vice-Chair, secretary-general, 
Committee for public information (tJnK)
Mr. vesa niiniKangas, president, World Federation of 
science Journalists
Ms. ulla Järvi, programme Chair, phd, medicine 
and health journalist
Mr. JuKKa lehtinen, Freelance science and 
technology journalist
Ms. raili leino, international advisory network, 
vice-Chair, journalist, tekniikka&talous
Mr. tapio MarKKanen, Chair of the Finnish national 
Commission for unesCo
Ms. Minna Meriläinen-tenhu, representative of 
the university of helsinki; public relations officer, 
university of helsinki, Finland
Mr. teuvo peltonieMi, Communications Chair, 
editor-in-Chief, sosiomedia
Ms. helena raunio, 
Ms. riitta tirronen, representative of the academy 
of Finland; Communications Manager, editor-in-
Chief, academy of Finland
Ms. liisa vihManen, Cultural Chair, journalist at 
Finnish broadcasting Company yle

executive Committee

Ms. satu lipponen, Chair
Ms. reetta Kettunen, vice-Chair
Mr. vesa niiniKangas
Mr. JuKKa lehtinen
Ms. raili leino
Mr. Juhani Mänttäri

programme Committee

Ms. ulla Järvi, Chair, phd, medicine and health 
journalist, Finland
Mr. erKKi Karvonen, vice-Chair, professor, 
information and communication studies, Master’s 
programme in science communication, university 
of oulu, Finland
Mr. pallava bagla, Chief Correspondent (south 
asia) for science magazine and science editor, new 
delhi television, india
Ms. deborah bluM, pulitzer-prize winning science 
journalist, blogger, author and contributor to time, 
the Wall street Journal, the los angeles times, 
scientific american, usa
Ms. luCy Calderon, Freelance science journalist, 
who writes for the scidev.net website and the 
weekly online publication el Financiero, Costa rica
Ms. Minttu heiMovirta, science journalist, Finnish 
broadcasting Company yle
Ms. natasha MitChell, science and health journalist 
at the australian broadcasting Corporation, 
australia
Mr. diran oniFade, editor-in- Chief of africasti.
com, president of the african Federation of science 
Journalists, nigeria
Mr. Fabio turone, science journalist, director of 
agency Zoe of scientific and medical information, 
president of the science writers association, italy
Mr. esa väliverronen, professor of Communication 
studies, university of helsinki, Finland
Mr. MohaMMed yahia, editor, nature Middle-east, 
contributor to turkish Weekly and the daily star, 
egypt

programme task force

Ms reetta Kettunen, Chair
Ms Minttu heiMovirta
Mr MiKKo MyllyKosKi
Ms raili leino
Ms helena raunio

in addition, the following persons were important 
contributors to the programme: Ms terttu nurro, 
Ms teija riikola, Ms eeva pitkälä, and Ms trilce 
sandoval-similä.
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sponsorship Committee

Ms. satu lipponen, WCsJ2013 president
Mr. vesa niiniKangas, FaseJ secretary-general, 
WFsJ president
Ms. reetta Kettunen, secretary-general, Committee 
for public information (tJnK)
Ms. helena raunio, Journalist at tekniikka&talous 
(technology&business -magazine)
Ms. riitta tirronen, Communications Manager, 
academy of Finland

our warmest thanks to Ms. helena von troil for her 
work in planning sponsorship activities and the 
sponsorship guide.

Cultural and social programme committee

Ms. liisa vihManen, Chair, journalist at Finnish 
broadcasting Company yle
Ms. Minna lauKKanen, science journalist, editor-in-
Chief, Kommentti.fi
Mr. MiKKo MyllyKosKi, experience director, heureka 
the Finnish science Centre
Mr. panu nyKänen, professor, aalto university, 
helsinki, Finland
Ms. KirsiKKa Mattila, pr & press officer, City of 
helsinki
Ms. ulla salMi, publishing Manager, Kirjapaja 
publishing house

international advisory network

Mr. hanns-J. neubert, Chair, science journalist and 
former president of eusJa, chairman of the board of 
the german science writers teli
Ms. raili leino, vice-Chair, journalist at 
tekniikka&talous (technology&business -magazine)

We would also like to warmly thank the members 
of the international advisory network, Mr Jean-
Marc Fleury and the board members of the World 
Federation of science Journalists and for their 
contribution.

Communications Committee

Mr. teuvo peltonieMi, Chair, editor-in-Chief, 
sosiomedia
Ms. eiJa huKKa, vice-Chair, development Manager, 
national institute for health and Welfare, Finland 
(thl)

in addition, we would like to thank Mr Jari Mäkinen, 
the members of the communications committee 
and other volunteers for their contribution to the 
conference communications and marketing.

Conference secretariat

Ms. Minttu hilden, project Manager
Ms. Minna härKönen, project Coordinator

professional conference organiser, pCo

Ms. riiKKa louhivuori, Congress & event Manager, 
Confedent international ltd
Ms. Katri luoManpää, Congress Coordinator, 
Confedent international ltd

all the volunteers deserve a warm thank you 
for their help in organising the conference and 
ensuring an enjoyable week for all the participants.

speakers and producers

the WCsJ2013 organisers would also like to thank 
all of the session producers and speakers for the 
successful conference programme.
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sponsors and supporters

leading conference partner

university of helsinki

gold partners

qatar Foundation
Johnson & Johnson - innovation

silver partner

Fapesp - são paulo research Foundation

programme track sponsor

ge healthcare

Main sponsor of the welcome reception

nordForsk

WCsJ2013 media partners

nature publishing group
scidev.net

other supporters and contributors:

aaas
european Commission - Joint research Centre
helsinki region transport
heureka
Ministry of education and Culture of Finland
national association of science Writers, nasW
tieteen tiedotus ry
unigrafia
Wellcome trust

aalto university
academy of Finland
bayer healthCare
Cancer society of Finland
City of oulu
european Food safety authority (eFsa)
estonian research Council
european school of oncology (eso)
Federation of Finnish learned societies
Kone oy
Metla
Mikkeli university Consortium
Ministry for Foreign affairs of Finland
statistics Finland
taF
tampere university
tikkurila
unu-Wider
upM

exhibitors:

academy of Finland
bayer healthCare
Commhere
elsevier
european Centre for disease prevention and Control
european Commission - Joint research Centre
european Food safety agency eFsa
eusJa
Fapesp – são paulo research Foundation
Johnson & Johnson – innovation
KsJa – Korea science Journalists association
Ministry of education and Culture
Multitouch
qatar Foundation
salWe
scidev.net
un Foundation/global alliance for Clean 
Cookstoves
united nations university
World science Forum




